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A B S T R A C T 

Young stellar clusters are predominantly the hub of star formation and hence, ideal to perform comprehensive studies over the 
least explored substellar regime. Various unanswered questions like the mass distribution in brown dwarf regime and the effect 
of diverse cluster environment on brown dwarf formation efficiency still plague the scientific community. The nearby young 

cluster, IC 1396 with its feedback-driven environment, is ideal to conduct such study. In this paper, we adopt a multiwavelength 

approach, using deep Subaru HSC along with other data sets and machine learning techniques to identify the cluster members 
complete down to ∼ 0.03 M � in the central 22 arcmin area of IC 1396. We identify 458 cluster members including 62 brown 

dwarfs which are used to determine mass distribution in the region. We obtain a star-to-brown dwarf ratio of ∼ 6 for a stellar mass 
range 0.03–1 M � in the studied cluster. The brown dwarf fraction is observed to increase across the cluster as radial distance 
from the central OB-stars increases. This study also compiles 15 young stellar clusters to check the variation of star-to-brown 

dwarf ratio relative to stellar density and ultraviolet (UV) flux ranging within 4–2500 stars pc −2 and 0.7–7.3 G 0 , respectively. 
The brown dwarf fraction is observed to increase with stellar density but the results about the influence of incident UV flux are 
inconclusive within this range. This is the deepest study of IC 1396 as of yet and it will pave the way to understand various 
aspects of brown dwarfs using spectroscopic observations in future. 

Key words: methods: data analysis – techniques: photometric – catalogues – brown dwarfs – Hertzsprung–Russell and colour–
magnitude diagrams – stars: pre-main-sequence. 
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 I N T RO D U C T I O N  

rown dwarfs (BDs), defined as self-gravitating substellar objects 
ith mass ranging between 0.013–0.08 M �, have cool temperatures 

nsufficient to initiate Hydrogen burning in their cores. Several mech- 
nisms proposed for BD formation include turbulent fragmentation, 
isc fragmentation, dynamical ejection, and photo-erosion (Whit- 
 orth & Zinneck er 2004 ; Bonnell, Clark & Bate 2008 ; Stamatellos &
hitw orth 2009 ; Whitw orth 2018 ). These substellar sources have

een the focus of several past and recent studies in different young
tar-forming regions such as ONC, NGC 2244, Lupus, ρ Oph, W3, 
aurus, Perseus, Sigma Ori, Serpens, Upper Sco, and IC 348 (Scholz 
t al. 2012 ; Mu ̌zi ́c et al. 2017 ; Zapatero Osorio, B ́ejar & Pe ̃ na Ram ́ırez
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017 ; Luhman et al. 2018 ; Esplin & Luhman 2019 ; Mu ̌zi ́c et al. 2019 ;
ose et al. 2020 ; Huston & Luhman 2021 ; Almendros-Abad et al.
023 ; Damian et al. 2023a ). In spite of such plethora of studies,
he exact dominant BD formation mechanism and the factors which 
etermine the BD population in a region still remain vague. Many BD
ormation mechanisms suggest that the pre-mature ejection of a self- 
ravitating object results in the formation of very low-mass objects 
s they are cut-off from the accretion material supply (Whitworth &
innecker 2004 ; Stamatellos & Whitworth 2009 ; Chabrier et al.
014 ; Whitworth 2018 ). It is hence, expected that the external factors
ike turbulence, high-energy UV radiation and stellar density may 
ntroduce more dynamical perturbations leading to an early ejection 
f the collapsing cores and enhance the census of BDs formed in
 region. Another interesting yet ambiguous subject to investigate 
ere is the mass distribution in substellar regime. Deep studies of
alactic stellar clusters reaching down to the low mass and BD

ealm are helpful to constrain the stellar evolutionary models. It is
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Figure 1. Wide-field Infrared Surv e y Explorer ( WISE) 22 μm image of IC 

1396 with the circle marking the 22 arcmin radius region studied in this paper. 
The cross marks the massive star HD 206267. 
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hus, pivotal to obtain robust statistical samples of BDs in various
oung stellar clusters ( < 10 Myr) with diverse environments to shed
ore light on the ambiguous issues related to the substellar realm. 
The young stellar clusters ( < 10 Myr) are not much dynamically

volv ed (Porte gies Zwart, McMillan & Gieles 2010 ; Longmore et al.
014 ; Fujii & Portegies Zwart 2016 ), hence their current mass
istribution is closest to the initial mass function (IMF) of the cluster
Kroupa & Boily 2002 ; Lim et al. 2015 ). Such young clusters provide
 robust sample of stars spanning a wide range of mass and hence,
re the ideal test beds to perform deep comprehensive studies of
he stellar and substellar population in the region. Ho we ver, due to
bvious observational constraints and high intrinsic reddening from
he cluster, it is difficult to observe the faint low-mass and substellar
opulation ( < 0.5 M �) in distant ( > 1 kpc) young Galactic star-
orming regions. On the contrary, the nearby young clusters affected
y minimal extinction like ONC, ρ Ophuichi, IC 348, and NGC
333 ( A V ∼ 2 mag) pro vide e xcellent statistical sample to carry
ut deeper and wider studies in diverse environments. In addition,
lthough spectroscopy is the widely adopted solution of obtaining
he stellar parameters in nearby clusters, it is highly time intensive
nd restricted to a limited number of sources (Alves de Oliveira
t al. 2012 ; Burgasser et al. 2019 ; Pearson et al. 2021 ; Damian
t al. 2023b ). Hence, multiwavelength photometric studies of such
tar-forming regions with f acilities lik e Pan-STARRS, Gaia , Subaru
yper Suprime-Cam (HSC), Gran Telescopio Canarias (GTC), Hub-
le Space Telescope , Canada–France–Hawaii Telescope / Wide-field
nfraRed Camera (CFHT/WIRCam), and United Kingdom Infra-
ed Telescope / Wide Field Camera (UKIRT/WFCAM) are useful

o detect the very low-mass end of stellar population (Mu ̌zi ́c et al.
012 ; Allers & Liu 2020 ; Robberto et al. 2020 ; Das et al. 2023 ;
amian et al. 2023b ). 
It is also crucial to understand the effect of diverse environmental

onditions on the population of BDs in a cluster. BD fraction is
 useful tool to estimate the statistics of BDs formed in a given
tar-forming ev ent. An y increase or decrease in the BD formation
fficiency across diverse cluster environments due to external factors
ike ultraviolet (UV) flux and stellar density, would imply an inverse
ffect on the star-to-BD ratio (Whitworth & Zinnecker 2004 ; Bonnell
t al. 2008 ; Stamatellos & Whitworth 2009 ; Vorobyov et al. 2017 ).
he feedback-driven cluster environment may promote the formation
f BDs in a region by depleting the supply of accreting material from
he fragmented low-mass cores. Recent studies have also explored
he impact from the presence of OB stars on the formation of BDs
Mu ̌zi ́c et al. 2019 ; Almendros-Abad et al. 2023 ) for the regions
o v ered under the Sub-stellar Objects in Nearby Young Clusters
urv e y . In this study , we identify and characterize the BDs in a
oung star-forming region, IC 1396 (see details below), and then
ompare the star-to-BD ratio with various star-forming regions. We
lso compile fifteen young stellar clusters to investigate the behaviour
f star-to-BD ratio with varying stellar density and incident far-UV
FUV) flux. 

.1 IC 1396 

he young star-forming H II region IC 1396 (see Fig. 1 ), almost 3 ◦ in
iameter, is associated with the Cepheus OB2 association (Patel et al.
998 ; Getman et al. 2007 ). At a distance of 900–910 pc (Contreras
t al. 2002 ; Sicilia-Aguilar et al. 2006 , 2019 ; Das et al. 2023 ), this
egion is ionized by the central binary system HD 206 267 (Pelayo-
ald ́arrago et al. 2023 , and references therein) and is estimated to
ave an age ranging between 2–5 Myr (Patel et al. 1998 ; Sicilia-
guilar et al. 2005 , 2013 ; Getman et al. 2012 ). The cluster hosts
NRAS 528, 5633–5648 (2024) 
 prominent cavity at the centre cleared off the dust and gas as a
esult of ionization from the central massive star. The region is also
ssociated with several bright-rimmed clouds (BRCs), globules, and
lephant-trunk structures. The relatively close proximity, minimal
niform extinction ( A V ∼ 1–1.5 mag (Contreras et al. 2002 ; Sicilia-
guilar et al. 2005 ; Sicilia-Aguilar et al. 2013 , 2019 ; Nakano et al.
012 ) and ongoing star formation affected by the feedback from
assive stars in the region (Sicilia-Aguilar et al. 2004 , 2006 ; Saurin,
ica & Bonatto 2012 ), make it an ideal target to conduct deep studies

egarding low-mass star formation and the factors affecting it. 
Sev eral studies hav e performed the membership classification of

he region using techniques like X-ray observations (Mercer et al.
009 ; Getman et al. 2012 ), spectroscopic surv e ys (Contreras et al.
002 ; Sicilia-Aguilar et al. 2006, 2013 , 2019 ; Nakano et al. 2012 ), H α

hotometry (Barentsen et al. 2011 ), and infrared (IR) disc searches
Sicilia-Aguilar et al. 2006 ; Morales-Calder ́on et al. 2009 ; Silverberg
t al. 2021 ). The most recent studies of IC 1396 by Pelayo-Bald ́arrago
t al. ( 2023 ) and Das et al. ( 2023 ) add extra ∼ 500 and 244 new
embers respectively, to this list using Gaia astrometry. In total,

ll these studies identify 2455 sources as members in the entire
 

◦ diameter region. Ho we ver, none of these studies are complete
or stellar masses < 0.5 M � and hence, are inadequate to explore the
ubstellar population in the region. This calls for deeper observations
sing a wide field-of-view camera on a large telescope which can
imultaneously reach down to faint low-mass limits while co v ering
 wider area. 

This study aims to perform a BD population analysis within the
2 arcmin region, centred at RA: 324.74 ◦; Dec.: 57.49 ◦ around the
assive star HD 206267. The area is specifically chosen for study as
ore than 60 per cent of the previously identified cluster members

s well as disc sources are located within this area. The complex is
ssumed to have multiple generations of stellar population in BRCs
Sicilia-Aguilar et al. 2006 , 2014 ; Das et al. 2023 ; Pelayo-Bald ́arrago
t al. 2023 ) and we focus on the central portion of the cluster. 

This work is a premier study to investigate the BD population
n IC 1396. It presents a compiled comparative analysis of 15 star-
orming regions, which will aid the current colloquy about the role
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layed by external factors on BD formation efficiency. This paper is
rganized as follows: Section 2 presents the multiwavelength data 
ets used for this study. Section 3 discusses the various machine 
earning (ML) techniques, spectral energy distribution (SED) fitting, 
nd pre-main-sequence (PMS) locus-based identification to obtain 
 reliable set of members. Consequently, we identify the substellar 
ources and determine the mass distribution in Section 4 . We perform
 comparative study of the BD fraction across 15 star-forming regions 
nd discuss its variation relative to stellar density and incident FUV 

ux in Section 5 . A summary of our work along with the future plans
re presented in Section 6 . Finally, we present the identified BDs in
ection 7 . 

 DATA  SETS  USED  

he multiwavelength broad-band photometry is a useful approach to 
etect a substantial sample of substellar objects in nearby young 
tar-forming re gions (Alv es de Oliv eira et al. 2013 ; Esplin &
uhman 2017 ; Luhman et al. 2018 ). Ho we v er, the multiwav elength
hotometry approach also requires a reliable member sample which 
an be used as a template for other sources. The Gaia astrometry
ncluding proper motion and parallax values for individual sources is 
deal to generate such a model member sample. This can be further
pplied to obtain a deeper set of members using ML techniques. We
se optical ( Subaru HSC, Pan-STARRS DR1, and Gaia DR3) in 
onjunction with near-IR (NIR) (UKIDSS DR11 and 2MASS) data 
o perform a deep study of the BD realm of the target region. 

.1 Subaru HSC data 

e obtained Subaru HSC observations for two pointings (central RA: 
24.27 ◦; Dec.: 57.91 ◦ and RA: 326.37 ◦; Dec.: 57.72 ◦, respectively),
ach co v ering an area of 1.5 ◦ diameter. The HSC observations were
aken on 2017 August 18 (PI: J. Jose; Program ID: S17B0108N), 
sing EAO 

1 time in three broad-band optical filters, namely, r 2 , i 2 ,
nd Y (Kawanomoto et al. 2018 ). The data reduction is conducted
ollowing the steps designed in Gupta et al. ( 2021 ). The raw data
re reduced by HSC pipeline version 6.7 which performs (1) single-
isit processing which involves detrending of the raw data, (2) joint 
alibration which conducts an internal calibration across different 
isits, 2 (3) co-addition of various visits to form a single deep image
nd finally, and (4) co-add processing/multiband analysis which 
etects individual sources using source extraction and performs 
hotometry on co-added images in the individual filters. For more 
etails on the HSC data reduction please refer Aihara et al. ( 2018 ),
osch et al. ( 2018 ), and Gupta et al. ( 2021 ). 
We obtain a total of 2 401 026 sources detected in either of the

hree filters ( r 2 , i 2 or Y ), after data reduction for the entire observed
egion. Ho we ver, we will only use the data restricted within the
adius of 22 arcmin around the ionizing source HD 206 267 for our
nalysis due to the aforementioned reasons (see Section 1.1 ). The 
hotometric results and analysis of a wider area of the complex will
e presented in a forthcoming paper (Das et al. (in preparation)). 
pproximately 254 022 HSC sources are located within the area of

nterest with photometry in either of the three bands. In order to
elect sources with good photometry as well as a v oid losing genuine
ources, we consider only those which have photometric error ≤
.1 mag in individual HSC filters (Gupta et al. 2021 ). The data are
 East Asian Observatory. 
 Observing shots. 

3

4

bserved to saturate at r 2 ∼ 15.0 mag corresponding to a source
f ∼ 1 M �, and is 90 per cent complete down to 24.5 mag which
orresponds to a 0.03–0.035 M � source, at a distance of 900 pc,
ge ∼ 2 Myr, and A V ∼ 1 mag (Baraffe et al. 2015 ). We obtain
he 90 per cent completeness limit here using the turno v er point of
ource count approach (for details, see Jose et al. 2017 ; Damian et al.
021 ; Gupta et al. 2021 ). With the help of such deep optical data,
e are able to explore well into the substellar realm as discussed in
ection 4 . 

.2 Pan-STARRS DR1 data 

n addition to HSC, we use Pan-STARRS DR1 data 3 (Chambers et al.
016 ) in r , i , and Y filters to generate the optical catalogue used for our
nalysis. We consider only those sources for which number of stack
etections is > 2, magnitude in individual bands ≥ 12 mag to a v oid
ource saturation and photometric error in individual filters is ≤ 0.1 
ag (Chambers et al. 2016 ). We use transformation equations given

n Gupta et al. ( 2021 ) to convert the photometry from Pan-STARRS
lter system to HSC system. Pan-STARRS photometry is mainly 
sed here to add sources, especially at the bright end, which are
issed in HSC photometry. In total, we have a combined optical

atalogue of 258 602 sources which will be further used to identify
embers in the area of study. We will refer this combined data set

s the deep optical catalogue henceforth. 

.3 Gaia DR3 data 

e obtained the Gaia DR3 data consisting of 48 185 sources from
aia Science archive (Gaia Collaboration 2023 ) in the 22 arcmin

adius of IC 1396 and use it to obtain a reliable training set for
he identification of members using ML techniques as elaborated 
n further sections. In order to select genuine Gaia sources, we
ive certain constraints such as parallax > 0, re-normalized unit 
eight error (RUWE) < 1.4, detection in all Gaia filters (Lindegren

t al. 2021 ; Pelayo-Bald ́arrago et al. 2023; Prisinzano et al. 2022 )
hile retrieving the data using Astronomical Data Query Language 

nterface. Since, Gaia data are complete between 19 ≤ G ≤ 20 mag
Gaia Collaboration 2021 ; Marton et al. 2023 ), we restrict the sources
own to G ≤ 19.5 mag (average of range 19–20). We thus, obtain
9 432 Gaia sources within the 22 arcmin radius of IC 1396. 

.4 UKIDSS GPS DR11/2MASS data 

he NIR photometry when used along with deep optical data, gives
 broad wavelength range particularly useful for performing SED 

tting of the cluster members and obtaining the rele v ant stellar
arameters (Mu ̌zi ́c et al. 2019 ; Damian et al. 2021 ; Kubiak et al.
021 ). We use the deep archived UKIDSS Galactic Plane Survey
GPS) DR11 4 (Lucas et al. 2008 ) in J , H , and K bands (Hewett
t al. 2006 ; Lawrence et al. 2007 ) for this purpose. The UKIDSS
PS DR11 data are retrieved from WFCAM Science archive after 

pplying constraints like J ≥ 13 mag and photometric errors less 
han 0.1 mag to only obtain sources with good photometry. In order
o include brighter sources, we make use of the 2MASS NIR data
Cutri et al. 2003 ) downloaded from Vizier in JHK bands with J <
3. Also, we select good 2MASS sources based on the quality flags
uch as ph qual �= F,E,U, rd flg �= 6 and cc flg �= p,d,s,b (Cutri et al.
MNRAS 528, 5633–5648 (2024) 

 Downloaded from https:// vizier.u-strasbg.fr/ viz-bin/ VizieR 

 http:// wsa.roe.ac.uk/ dr11plus release.html 
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003 ; Guarcello et al. 2021 ). The concatenated list of sources from
MASS ( J < 13 mag) and UKIDSS ( J ≥ 13 mag) forms the deep
IR catalogue of the central 22 arcmin radius region of IC 1396,

omprising of 87 614 sources to be used further for our analysis. 

 MEMBERSHIP  ANALYSIS  

he identification of cluster members based on the stellar proper
otion and parallax information is one of the most reliable and
idely used methods (Miret-Roig et al. 2019 ; Oli v ares et al. 2019 ;
ubiak et al. 2021 ; Prisinzano et al. 2022 ; Das et al. 2023 ; Pelayo-
ald ́arrago et al. 2023 ). Thanks to the consecutive Gaia data releases,
e now have complete astrometric solutions (proper motion and
arallax) available for 1.46 billion stars (Gaia Collaboration 2023 ).
o we ver, the primary drawback here is that it is only complete down

o G ∼ 19–20 mag (Gaia Collaboration 2023 ; Marton et al. 2023 ;
risinzano et al. 2022 ) and hence, quite shallow to identify the faint

ow-mass cluster members. ML is an e xtensiv ely used tool which
omes to our rescue at this juncture with its unsupervised and super-
ised techniques like Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) and Random
orest classifier (RF). Such techniques can accurately classify cluster
embers and young stellar objects from non-members in young star-

orming regions based on the input features (Sarro et al. 2014 ; Gao
018b , 2019 ; Oli v ares et al. 2019 ; Melton 2020 ; Das et al. 2023 ;
elayo-Bald ́arrago et al. 2023 ). 
In this study, we use Gaia archived data to form a set of training

ata by clustering them into members and non-members using the
MM technique. Reliable members and non-members are then
tilized in training the RF classifier to identify the probable members
mong the input deep optical data set. This is followed by SED
nalysis of the probable members to select confirmed members and
educe their stellar parameters. We briefly describe the procedure
dopted to identify members in the area of interest, down to very
aint low-mass and substellar sources ( ∼ 0.03 M �). Please refer Das
t al. ( 2023 ) for more details about the procedure followed. 

.1 GMM 

MM is an unsupervised ML technique which categorizes a data
et into different clusters based on the probability of each data point
ssociated with a particular group. The technique makes a reasonable
ssumption that the data set is a collection of normally distributed
roups (Sarro et al. 2014 ; Gao 2018a , b ; Cantat-Gaudin et al. 2019 ;
alli et al. 2020 ). We initiate our cluster member selection process
y generating an efficient training set using Gaia DR3 data for the
2 arcmin radius region. Ho we ver, one of the major limitations of this
ethod is failure to identify clusters due to o v ercrowding of field stars

Gao 2018a , b ; Das et al. 2023 ). In order to a v oid this, we impose few
ore constraints on astrometric parameters such as proper motion

alues in the range –20 ≤ μαcos δ ≤ 20 mas yr −1 and –20 ≤ μδ ≤ 20
as yr −1 (Errmann et al. 2013 ) and distance range within 500–1500

c (de Zeeuw et al. 1999 ; Pelayo-Bald ́arrago et al. 2023 ) while using
he Gaia data here. We use the distance estimates from Bailer-Jones
t al. ( 2021 ). The mentioned constraints on the distance and proper
otions are relaxed enough so as not to lose any probable members

s well as ensure reduction in the foreground and background con-
amination in accordance with the values estimated by the previous
tudies. This aids in generating a robust training data set. 

In total, we obtain 2771 Gaia sources after applying the abo v e
onstraints. Among these stars, GMM identifies two groups, namely
embers and non-members and assigns each star the probability of
NRAS 528, 5633–5648 (2024) 
eing associated to each group. This assignment is based on astro-
etric parameters, that is, positions, proper motions and parallax

nformation of the star. The sources identified as members and with
robability ≥ 0.8 (Gao 2019 ) are selected for further analysis. The
ources identified as non-members by GMM based on their astromet-
ic information, are used as non-member training set further in RF
lassifier. Since IC 1396 is a young cluster with age < 10 Myr (Sicilia-
guilar et al. 2005 ; Das et al. 2023 ), we further refine the Gaia mem-
er selection by considering only those sources which are located to
he right of the 10 Myr isochrone, corrected for a distance ∼ 900 pc
nd A V ∼ 1 mag (Baraffe et al. 2015 ) in all the colour–magnitude
ombinations [( G − RP) versus G , (BP − RP) versus BP, (BP − G)
ersus BP]. We present the pmra versus pmdec plots, BP − RP versus
P and r 2 − Y versus r 2 colour–magnitude diagram (CMD) in Figs 2
nd 3 for the identified Gaia -based members. We eventually secure
11 Gaia members which form an ideal training set for RF classifier.

.2 Random Forest classifier 

F classifier is a widely used supervised learning technique (Galli
t al. 2020 ; Mu ̌zi ́c et al. 2022 ; Das et al. 2023 ) which performs
lassification of a new data set based on the training data by using the
ajority voting approach. The algorithm builds individual decision

rees which generate output for each of the different sample subsets of
he data. The eventual output of the classification is considered based
n the results of the majority of the subsets (Pedregosa et al. 2011 ).
ue to this approach, RF classifier is immune to dimensionality
f the feature 5 space. We identify probable members among the
eep optical data by e x ecuting RF classifier in three phases. We
se the abo v e identified Gaia members and non-members with HSC
ounterparts (see Section 3.1 ) as the training data set. In the first
hase, RF classifier is applied to the 34 859 HSC sources with Gaia
R3 counterparts devoid of any constraints applied to it. In this
hase, we are able to use Gaia parallax and proper motions along
ith the optical colours [( r 2 − i 2 ) v ersus r 2 ; ( r 2 − Y ) v ersus r 2 ) and
agnitude ratios ( Y / r 2 ; i 2 / r 2 ) of stars as input training features. The
F model, thus trained on the basis of training features mentioned
bo v e identifies 792 probable members. 

In the second phase, we use this obtained member and non-member
et as the training sample for the remaining HSC sources without
aia counterparts and hence, devoid of any parallax and proper
otion information of the sources. The RF classifier in this phase

ses the same optical colours and magnitude ratios as mentioned
bo v e for the training purpose. Using magnitude ratios along with
ptical HSC colours as input features aids in improving the quality
f se gre gation between the members and non-members, as evident
rom the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves (shown in
ppendix A ). The hyperparameters used for RF classifier are also

isted in Appendix A . For each run of RF classifier, we e v aluate
he model using train-test-split with test size equal to 40 per cent of
he data set and random state equal to 50. We train our algorithm
sing fivefold cross-validation (CV) with an average CV score of
.985 and using ROC as the measure of performance. Although, the
ember sample retrieved so far still does not serve our purpose of

nvestigating the substellar end of the cluster, it provides a robust
raining sample required to augment the identification of probable
luster members down to the very low mass end. 

We understand that the primary reason for the inability of RF
lassifier to identify cluster members down to the substellar regime
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Figure 2. Left: proper motion RA versus proper motion Dec. plot obtained after performing GMM. Right: zoomed version of proper motion RA versus proper 
motion Dec. plot focused on GMM identified members. 

Figure 3. Left: BP − RP versus BP and right: r 2 − Y versus r 2 CMD for members and non-members obtained after performing GMM. 
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Table 1. Training features used in phases 1, 2, and 3 of RF classifier and 
their respective importance. 

Training feature Feature importance 
Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 

pmdec 0.25 – –
Y / r 2 0.21 0.34 0.36 
pmra 0.14 – –
r 2 − Y 0.13 0.21 0.20 
i 2 / r 2 0.12 0.26 0.25 
r 2 − i 2 0.07 0.20 0.20 
Distance 0.07 – –
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n one run is that the training sample gets biased by the colours of
he brighter member stars ( r 2 ≤ 19.5) which forms ∼ 50 per cent of
he training set. Due to the low signal-to-noise ratio, the scatter in
ptical colours increases as one approaches the fainter magnitudes. 
his increase in the deviation in optical colours is considered in fair
stimate if we curtail the training and test set to sources with r 2 >
9.5 mag for the next phase of RF classifier. The particular threshold
f r 2 > 19.5 mag is taken because approximately 50 per cent of the
robable members procured as of yet, are fainter than this chosen 
alue which, provides a substantial training sample. We hence, use 
he training set comprising of member and non-member sample 
 r 2 > 19.5 mag) obtained abo v e, and re-apply the RF classifier
o the HSC sources with r 2 > 19.5 mag. With this approach, the
lassifier technique predicts probable members down to r 2 ∼ 28 
ag ( ∼ 0.012–0.015 M � for an age ∼ 2 Myr and A V ∼ 1 mag),
hich is well into the substellar regime. We have provided the input

eatures used in all the RF classifier phases along with their relative
eature importance in Table 1 . The quality parameters attained for
ach phase are also provided in Table A1 and Fig. A3 . In order to
e explicit, no probability threshold has been used while selecting 
robable members during the entire RF classifier method. Another 
oint to note here is that the sources identified as members in all the
F classifier phases are just the probable members. Hence, to remo v e
ll the possible contaminants and obtain a clean and accurate list of
embers along with their stellar parameters like age, mass, etc., we 

urther perform SED fitting of the probable members as described in 
he following section. 
.3 VO SED Analyzer fitting 

ED fitting is very useful to estimate the stellar parameters such as
ge, mass, and ef fecti v e temperature ( T eff ) in a star-forming re gion
Povich et al. 2019 ; Winston, Hora & Tolls 2020 ; Olsen et al.
021 ). The determination of these parameters helps to understand 
he evolution of the stellar cluster with respect to age, mass, and
nvironmental factors. In order to obtain a precise estimation of 
hese stellar parameters, a broad wavelength range for the spectral 
tting is fa v ourable. Hence, we use UKIDSS DR11/2MASS NIR
ata along with the deep optical data for this purpose. Among the RF
lassifier identified probable members, we consider only those 1156 
SC sources, which have counterparts in the deep NIR catalogue. 
MNRAS 528, 5633–5648 (2024) 
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We use the VO SED Analyzer (VOSA) 6 tool to build the SEDs
sing optical to NIR wavelengths (Bayo et al. 2008 ; Damian et al.
021 ; Guzm ́an-D ́ıaz et al. 2021 ; Mej ́ıas et al. 2022 ). Ho we ver as
er the requirements of VOSA, we consider only those sources
or SED fitting which have photometry in atleast five filters. In
ddition to the provided photometry, VOSA also uses Pan-STARRS
hotometry from the online catalogues whenever present using
O services. We also input a distance (900 ± 10 pc) as well as

he extinction range ( A V ∼ 1–1.5 mag) estimates in accordance
ith the past studies (see references mentioned in Section 1.1 ),

o deredden the SEDs. Subsequently, theoretical models (BT-Settl;
llard, Homeier & Freytag 2012 ) for solar metallicity are used to
btain the best-fitting model using chi-square minimization. This
ives us the physical properties like T eff and luminosity of the stars.
he age and mass is derived by fitting the sources in the Hertzsprung–
ussell (HR) diagram with BHAC15 isochrones (Baraffe et al. 2015 )

or a mass range 0.01–1.4 M � and age ranging between 0.5–10 Myr.
hose sources which do not fulfill these constraints are rejected as
ontaminants. At this stage, we also remo v e those sources with Gaia
R3 counterparts which do not fulfill the constraints mentioned in
ections 3.1 and 2.3 (e.g. 500 pc ≤ distance ≤ 1500 pc, ruwe < 1.4,
20 ≤ μαcos δ ≤ 20 mas yr −1 , and –20 ≤ μδ ≤ 20 mas yr −1 ). This
nally gives us 393 sources as confirmed member sources within the

arget region of study using ML methods. 
We summarize the ML-based approach used to identify the

luster members within the central 22 arcmin radius region here.
e first obtain a Gaia -based member sample with probability ≥

.8 using GMM. This sample is then used as the training set in
F classifier to identify cluster members among the sources with
oth HSC and Gaia photometry. The members identified at this
tep are further used as training sample for the next phases of RF
lassifier to se gre gate members among the HSC sources without
aia counterparts. The members obtained at each step are compiled

ogether and cross-matched with the deep NIR catalogue. SED fitting
f these probable members with both optical and NIR photometry is
erformed using VOSA. We remo v e sources with Gaia counterparts
hich do not comply with membership constraints. We finally select
93 sources with age < 10 Myr, as cluster members. The identified
embers ho we ver suf fer from the restricted sensiti vity of UKIDSS

complete down to ∼ 0.09 M �) due to the pre-requisite of having NIR
ounterparts which is essential for SED fitting. Hence, we adopt an
dditional approach to identify fainter cluster members by defining
 PMS locus as explained below in Section 3.4 . 

.4 Additional members from pre-main-sequence locus 

t is crucial to extend the member identification to deeper sensitivity
ndependent of NIR counterparts, to perform a comprehensive study
f the low-mass population in IC 1396. In order to detect lower mass
luster members ( < 0.09 M �), we define the respective empirical
MS locus for all optical colour–magnitude combinations [( r 2 − i 2 )
 ersus r 2 , ( r 2 − Y ) v ersus r 2 , and ( i 2 − Y ) v ersus i 2 ] by dividing the
agnitude range into 1 mag bins. For each bin, we take mean of

he magnitude and median of the colour of sources inside the bin
Damian et al. 2021 ; Gupta et al. 2021 ). We then select only those
ources which are fainter than r 2 = 22 mag and within 1 σ (where

is the standard deviation) limits of the empirical locus defined for
he respective colour–magnitude combination. Also, the sources are
equired to be common in all the colour–magnitude combinations,
NRAS 528, 5633–5648 (2024) 
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e  
hich adds to the validation of these sources as cluster members. The
articular threshold of r 2 > 22 mag is chosen to select the members
ere as this corresponds to a stellar mass less than ∼ 0.09 M � (for
luster age and distance). This corresponds to the data completeness
f UKIDSS data which restricts the sensitivity of ML-based members
btained in Section 3.3 . We obtain 65 members with this approach,
hus increasing the total number of cluster members to 458 and
etection limit down to 0.03 M �. 
Fig. 4 shows r 2 − i 2 versus r 2 and r 2 − Y versus r 2 colour-
agnitude diagrams o v erplotted with ML-based, PMS locus-based

luster members, the defined PMS locus and 10 Myr BHAC15
sochrone (Baraffe et al. 2015 ). The BHAC15 isochrone is corrected
or an extinction A V ∼ 1 mag and distance ∼ 900 pc. We use the

ang & Chen ( 2019 ) empirical laws to correct for the extinction.
ince BHAC15 isochrones are not available for Subaru HSC photo-
etric system, we first convert the available Pan-STARRS 10 Myr

sochrone to HSC system using the transformation equations given in
upta et al. ( 2021 ). Subsequently, we correct the 10 Myr isochrone

or the distance and reddening of the cluster. In order to determine the
ass, these 65 members are first de-reddened for the uniform cluster

eddening and age. The mass for each source is then determined
sing the mass–magnitude relation obtained using BHAC15 models.
his member sample is useful to identify BDs and obtain the
ass distribution in the region. We w ould lik e to mention here

hat although, reddening across the central 22 arcmin radius region
f IC 1396 is uniform with A V ∼ 1–1.5 mag, we check if the
ariation in reddening values may change the output member sample
ignificantly. Hence, we verify the error introduced by varying the
 V upto 1.5 mag and find that a minimal error of ∼ 2 per cent is

ntroduced in the statistics of cluster members. Since, the output is
pproximately uniform, we continue using A V = 1 for our analysis. 

In order to verify the validity of member sample obtained by this
pproach, we perform field subtraction of the central 10 arcmin radius
egion of IC 1396. For this purpose, we choose a control field of the
ame area towards the periphery of the region (HSC data for this
eripheral region is available by the wide field observations of IC
396 as mentioned in Section 2 ). The 10 arcmin radius region is used
ue to the lack of a larger control field. The statistical field subtraction
s then performed, the details of which are provided in Appendix B .
he same approach as described abo v e in this section is then used

o select members among these statistically field decontaminated
ources. We find that the statistics of members and corresponding
ass distribution obtained in Section 4.3 remain approximately same
hether or not prior field subtraction is performed. This uniformity
ence, validates the approach adopted by us abo v e. We therefore,
ontinue with the members obtained abo v e without using field
econtamination for further analysis in the paper (detailed supporting
easons are explained in Appendix B ). 

.5 Comparison with previous studies 

he identified cluster members are high-quality sources with photo-
etric error ≤ 0.1 in optical filters. The proper motions and parallax

ange of the obtained sources with Gaia counterparts ( ∼ 85 per cent)
re in excellent accordance with that for literature-based sources
Contreras et al. 2002 ; Sicilia-Aguilar et al. 2006 , 2013 ; Getman
t al. 2007 , 2012 ; Cantat-Gaudin et al. 2018 ; Das et al. 2023 ; Pelayo-
ald ́arrago et al. 2023 ), as shown in Fig. A2 (top and bottom). The
entral 22 arcmin radius area of IC 1396 comprises of 857 members
scertained by previous studies such as those mentioned abo v e. An
dditional ∼ 330 members have been identified by the recent Gaia -
ased studies like Cantat-Gaudin et al. ( 2018 ), Pelayo-Bald ́arrago
t al. (2023), and Das et al. ( 2023 ) within the area of study. Out of

http://svo2.cab.inta-csic.es/theory/vosa/
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Figure 4. Left: r 2 − i 2 versus r 2 colour–magnitude and right: r 2 − Y versus r 2 CMD to obtain members using PMS locus, 10 Myr BHAC15 isochrone andt he 
newly added members. 

Figure 5. Hess plot of HR diagram of the members obtained from VOSA. 
BHAC15 isochrones of 0.5, 2, and 10 Myr are o v erplotted along with mass 
evolutionary tracks as white dashed curves. 
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he total 458 member sources confirmed in our study, we retrieve 328
embers with counterparts in the literature studies (including both 

revious studies and recent Gaia -based studies mentioned abo v e). 
he remaining 130 members without counterparts in literature are 

ow mass stars with r 2 ≥ 18 mag, that is, mass < 0.5 M �. This
ow and substellar mass range is still unexplored for IC 1396 which
xplains the absence of literature counterparts of these faint sources. 

Our study adds 130 new members to the existing cluster member 
atalogue with detection limit down to ∼ 26.5 mag in r 2 band, which
orresponds to a ∼ 0.025 M � source for the distance and age of the
luster. This significantly enhances the sensitivity down to where IC 

396 can be studied in future. The Hess plot of the HR diagram of
embers identified in this study is presented in Fig. 5 . We use this
ember list for further analysis in this paper. 
 RESULTS  A N D  ANALYSI S  

.1 Substellar members and their characteristics 

e use the obtained members to perform statistical analysis of the
egion. We determine the substellar population and consequently 
etermine the mass distribution within the studied area. We use the
btained stellar masses of individual member sources in Sections 3.3 
nd 3.4 to determine if they can be classified as a substellar object.
e identify 80 sources with mass ≤ 0.1 M � as substellar objects.
ut of these, 62 sources have mass ≤ 0.08 M �, which we classify as
Ds. We also derive the age of the member sample using isochrone
tting method. In this method, for each star a weighted average of

he age of two nearest isochrones is assigned as the age of the star.
e converge this distribution within 2 σ limits from the mean age

fter three iterations (Gupta et al. 2021 ). We find the median age of
he 2 σ converged sample to be log (Age) ∼ 6.3 + 0 . 2 

−0 . 5 , which complies
ith the age of the IC 1396 cluster as estimated in literature (Sicilia-
guilar et al. 2005 ; Getman et al. 2012 ; Nakano et al. 2012 ; Das

t al. 2023 ). 

.2 Colour–magnitude and colour–colour diagrams 

e present here the various CMD and two-colour diagram for the
2 arcmin radius area of study in IC 1396. Both the Hess plots of
 r 2 − Y ) versus r 2 CMD and ( r 2 − J ) versus ( J − K ) two-colour
lot [Figs 6 (top left) and (bottom left)] exhibit a distinct PMS
ranch. The corresponding scatter plots [Figs 6 (top centre, top 
ight, and bottom right)] are o v erplotted with the identified members
nd 10 Myr BHAC15 isochrone corrected for the cluster extinction 
 V ∼ 1 mag and distance ∼ 900 pc. In these plots, we observe

hat the identified stellar and substellar members in the region pre-
ominantly occupy the distinct PMS branch, which is a typical 
eature of young star-forming regions (Jose et al. 2017 ; Damiani
t al. 2019 ; Damian et al. 2021 ; Gupta et al. 2021 ; Ksoll et al.
021 ). 
MNRAS 528, 5633–5648 (2024) 
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M

Figure 6. Top left: Hess plot of ( r 2 − Y ) versus r 2 CMD, top centre: ( r 2 − Y ) versus r 2 CMD scatter plot, top right: ( r 2 − i 2 ) versus r 2 CMD scatter plot, bottom 

left: Hess plot of ( r 2 − J ) versus (J − K) colour–colour plots, and bottom right: ( r 2 − J ) versus (J − K) scatter colour–colour plots o v erplotted with 10 Myr 
BHAC15 isochrone (Baraffe et al. 2015 ) and identified members. 
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Figure 7. Mass distribution plot for the identified cluster members. The 
primary peak is ∼ 0.4 M �. A secondary peak is observed at ∼ 0.06 M � and a 
dip is observed at ∼ 0.1–0.15 M �. The error bars represent the Poisson error 
in the count of sources in each mass bin. 
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.3 Mass distribution 

he distribution of stellar mass in a cluster is crucial to understand as
ell as constrain the star formation process (Kirkpatrick et al. 2012 ,
021 , 2023 ; Offner et al. 2014 ). The obtained member population
rovides a fair sample of low-mass sources to investigate the nature
f mass distribution towards the substellar end. It is also helpful to
heck the role played by the feedback regulated cluster environment
f IC 1396 on the mass apportionment in the region. Due to data
ompleteness issues, we consider the members within the mass range
.03–1 M � for our analysis. The distribution of stellar mass among
he cluster members is estimated by dividing the entire logarithmic

ass range into bins of size, log M = 0.15 and the corresponding
umber of sources in each bin is calculated. The corresponding
istogram is shown in Fig. 7 . The Poisson error in the count of sources
s represented by the error bars in each mass bin of the histogram. We
bserve a bimodal nature of mass distribution with a secondary peak
t ∼ 0.06 M � (log ( M /M �) ∼ −1.2) as the distribution advances
n substellar regime. We also observe a sharp dip in the distribution
t ∼ 0.10–0.15 M �. The bimodal nature of the mass distribution
ith a secondary peak at ∼ 0.06- ̄ıM � and the pronounced dip at

he stellar–substellar boundary agrees well with that observed for
NC by Drass et al. ( 2016 ). The authors observed a similar bimodal
ature of IMF in the feedback-driv en ONC re gion. This suggests
 similar BD formation scenario in both IC 1396 and ONC with
imilar feedback affected cluster environments. A similar secondary
NRAS 528, 5633–5648 (2024) 

a  
eak has been observed in NGC 2024 by Levine et al. ( 2006 ) and
rapezium cluster by Slesnick, Hillenbrand & Carpenter ( 2004 ) at ∼
.03–0.05 M �. Ho we ver, uncertainties in the deri ved age of sources
ffects the mass–luminosity relation, which may influence shape
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f mass distribution. The current study pioneers to explore mass 
istribution down to the so far unexplored substellar realm in the 
entral 22 arcmin radius region of IC 1396. 

.4 Star-to-brown-dwarf ratio 

nother useful quantity which gives a fair estimate of the abundance 
f BDs in a region is the star-to-BD ratio, R . A high R -value indicates
ower BD fraction in a stellar cluster. The ratio thus implies the
D formation efficiency in a cluster. An objective comparison of 

he ratio across varying star-forming environments is important to 
nderstand if the BD formation is impacted by the external factors
Mu ̌zi ́c et al. 2015 , 2017 , 2019 ; Huston & Luhman 2021 ; Almendros-
bad et al. 2023 ; Damian et al. 2023b ). We consider BDs only
ithin 0.03–0.08 M � mass range for the R- value calculation, since 

he completeness of the data is down to 0.03 M �. With the count of
tars ranging within 0.08–1 M � estimated as 391, the star-to-BD ratio 
n IC 1396 turns out to be ∼ 6.0 ± 0.8, that is, ∼ 6 stars for each BD
n the region. The error in R is calculated as the Poisson error for the
atio. We emphasize that due to the completeness issues mentioned 
bo v e, the obtained R -value is e v aluated for the stellar mass range
.03–1 M �. The upper limit of stellar mass to determine R is taken
s 1 M � so as to make a fair comparison between IC 1396 and other
tar-forming regions. We observe that although towards the higher 
nd, the obtained ratio R is compatible with other young star-forming
egions within the statistical uncertainties for the mass range 0.03–
 M �. For example, the ratio R ranges within 2–6 in literature for
everal star-forming regions with diverse cluster environments like ρ
ph, IC348, Lupus3, NGC 2264, and NGC 2244 (Mu ̌zi ́c et al. 2012,
015 ; Scholz et al. 2013 ; Almendros-Abad et al. 2023 ; Kirkpatrick
t al. 2023 ; Damian et al. 2023b ) as given in Table 2 . This implies a
imilar BD formation process across various star-forming regions in 
he Galaxy. 

In addition, we check the variation of ratio R with increasing radial
istance from the central O-star HD 206267, as shown in Fig. 8 . This
s obtained by dividing the 22 arcmin radius region into annular bins
f equal area, here taken to be 50 π ′ 2 . The star-to-BD ratio is then
alculated for each annular bin based on the number of stars and
Ds present in it. The error bars at each point represent the Poisson
rror obtained for the ratio R in each bin. The limited census of BDs
ccount for the high error observed in the ratio R in the inner annular
ins towards the centre of the cluster. The ratio R is observed to
ecrease as one mo v es radially outwards away from the centre. This
mplies that more BDs are located towards the outskirts of the studied
rea of interest compared to its central part where the ionizing system
D 206 267 is located. The obtained R ( ∼ 6) av eraged o v er our area
f study is clearly biased by the very low BD fraction (and hence,
onsiderably higher R values) towards the inner radii ( < 3 pc, ∼
2 arcmin) of IC 1396. This is likely contributed by the O-stars at the
entre of the cluster. As evident from Fig. 8 , the ratio R falls to lower
alues at distances > 3 pc from the centre. The presence of O-stars
hus, seems to inhibit the formation of BDs towards the centre of IC
396. The BD fraction increases as the incident FUV flux from the
entral massive stars decreases across the region. It is hence evident 
hat the feedback-driven cluster environment of IC 1396 affects the 
patial distribution of BDs within the region. 

 DISCUSSION  

he cluster environment in which stars are born plays a crucial 
ole in constraining the star formation and regulating the time- 
cale for related processes like BD formation, disc evolution, and 
lanet formation. The quantitative effect of environmental factors on 
hese processes is an interesting problem yet to be fully understood.
lthough many studies (Bastian, Covey & Meyer 2010 ; Offner et al.
014 ; Damian et al. 2021 ) suggest a uniformity in IMF behaviour
n the high-mass end and hence, a similar star formation process
cross various star-forming regions, but a non-uniform IMF has been 
laimed in extreme environments like the Galactic centre and least 
uminous Milky Way satellites (Lu et al. 2013 ; Gennaro et al. 2018 ).
imilarly, various theoretical studies also suggest an enhancement in 

he census of substellar objects in the presence of high gas and
tellar density or in the vicinity of massive stars (Whitworth &
innecker 2004 ; Bate 2012 ; Vorobyov & Basu 2013 ; Stamatellos
014 ). Ho we ver, more observ ational e vidences in dif ferent star-
orming environments are still required to support results from 

heoretical simulations. In this section, we interpret our results and 
ompare them with other star-forming regions as well. 

We observe from our study that the mass distribution has a
econdary peak in the BD regime [log ( M /M �) ≤ −1.1]. Reipurth &
larke ( 2001 ) find that the bimodal IMF may be attributed to the ex-
ulsion of low-mass objects from small clusters of protostars or from
he fragmentation of circumstellar discs. A secondary peak towards 
he BD regime may suggest different formation mechanisms for stars 
nd BDs. We discuss further the dependence of BD population on
tellar density and UV flux across various star-forming regions. 

.1 Comparison with other star-forming regions 

e have compiled a list of 15 star-forming regions with the related
nformation about their ratio R for mass range 0.03–1 M �, stellar
urface density, and incident FUV flux in Table 2 . As evident, the
btained ratio R for IC 1396 is compatible with that estimated for
ther star-forming regions by different studies. The obtained R value 
s ho we ver, at the higher end of the standard range (2–6) for the
tar-to-BD ratio. As discussed in Section 4.4 , this is due to the steep
alues of R ( > 8) observed towards the inner regions ( < 3 pc) of
he cluster. The steep R values are attributed to the higher stellar
ensities observed in the vicinity of central O-stars as compared to
he outskirts, which is a result of sequential star formation episodes
Getman et al. 2007 ; Nakano et al. 2012 ; Das et al. 2023 ). Also
he FUV flux from O-stars inhibits the BD formation near the cluster
entre. Although the ratio R decreases with increasing radial distance 
rom the centre, when averaged over the area of study it tends
owards a higher value. The star-to-BD ratio is clearly impacted 
y the presence of OB-stars ratio across the cluster. 
The compiled stellar clusters in Table 2 are well-studied massive 

alactic star-forming regions with extreme to low feedback-driven 
luster environments. These clusters host a stellar density ranging 
etween ∼ 4–2500 stars pc −2 and log (flux FUV ) ∼ 0.7–7.3 G 0 . We
ake the mean value of star-to-BD ratios for a cluster if a range of
alues is calculated in the corresponding reference studies which are 
isted in the caption of Table 2 . In case of different values of the
atio given in multiple reference studies for any region, we adopt
he value determined by the most recent available reference study 
or that cluster. The error bars represent the error in the ratio for
ach region, either taken directly from the respective reference study 
r derived by calculating the Poisson error for the ratio. Also, for
ome regions like NGC 2024 and Westerlund 1 clusters, we have
erived the ratio R from their respective mass functions given in
he corresponding reference studies since a direct value was not 
vailable (see Table 2 ). For this purpose, we simply calculate number
f sources corresponding to the mass function fit performed by 
he respective authors in the desired mass range (0.03–1 M �). The
MNRAS 528, 5633–5648 (2024) 
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M

Table 2. Table shows various star-forming regions with their star-to-BD ratio for mass range 0.03–1 M �, stellar surface 
density and dominant FUV flux. 

S.no. Cluster name Star-to-brown-dwarf ratio Surface density log (flux FUV ) 
(pc −2 ) ( G 0 ) 

1 σ Ori 5.4 ± 1.0 36 4.00 
2 IC 348 3.4 ± 0.6 200 2.61 
3 NGC 1333 2.1 ± 0.2 185 3.00 
4 Chameleon I 4.0 ± 0.5 30 0.90 
5 Lupus 3 4.3 ± 0.5 20 0.70 
6 ONC 2.4 ± 0.2 350 5.50 
7 NGC 2244 2.2 ± 0.3 28 5.74 
8 RCW 38 2.0 ± 0.6 2500 6.30 
9 ρ Oph 5.1 ± 0.4 79 2.00 
10 25 Ori 5.9 ± 0.8 4 4.00 
11 NGC 6611 4.4 ± 0.7 138 6.03 
12 Westerlund 1 1.5 ± 0.2 295 7.32 
13 NGC 2024 3.5 ± 0.4 80 4.80 
14 Taurus 4.0 ± 0.6 5 1.30 
15 IC 1396 6.0 ± 0.8 15 5.20 

References: The reference studies for each region according to their serial number is as follows: (1) B ́ejar et al. ( 2011 ), 
Pe ̃ na Ram ́ırez et al. ( 2012 ), Winter & Haworth ( 2022 ), Damian et al. ( 2023b ), and references therein; (2) Scholz et al. 
( 2013 ), Mu ̌zi ́c et al. ( 2019 ), Luhman & Hapich ( 2020 ), Damian et al. ( 2021 ), and references therein; (3) Scholz et al. 
( 2013 ), Mu ̌zi ́c et al. ( 2019 ), Knight et al. ( 2022 ); (4) and (5) Mu ̌zi ́c et al. ( 2015 , 2019 ), Winter ( 2019 ); (6) Andersen et 
al. ( 2011 ), Mu ̌zi ́c et al. ( 2019 ), Kim et al. ( 2022 ); (7) Mu ̌zi ́c et al. ( 2019 ), Almendros-Abad et al. ( 2023 ), and references 
therein, Damian et al. ( 2021 ); (8) Winston et al. ( 2011 ), Mu ̌zi ́c et al. ( 2017 , 2019 ); (9) Okada et al. ( 2006 ), Mu ̌zi ́c et al. 
( 2012 ), Miret-Roig et al. ( 2022 ); (10) Brice ̃ no et al. ( 2007 ), Downes et al. ( 2014 ), Su ́arez et al. ( 2019 ); (11) Oliveira, 
Jef fries & v an Loon ( 2009 ), Damian et al. ( 2021 ); (12) Lim et al. ( 2013 ), Andersen et al. ( 2017 ), Winter & Haworth 
( 2022 ); (13) Levine et al. ( 2006 ), Oliveira et al. ( 2009 ), Winter & Haworth ( 2022 ); (14) Oliveira et al. ( 2009 ), Esplin & 

Luhman ( 2019 ); and (15) Sicilia-Aguilar et al. ( 2005 ), Das et al. ( 2023 ). 

Figure 8. Variation of the star-to-BD ratio with respect to distance from the 
central OB-stars (HD 206267), across the 22 arcmin radius area of study in 
IC 1396. Each point refers to the star-to-BD ratio in individual annular bin 
and the corresponding Poisson error represented as error bar. 
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tellar densities for individual regions were taken directly from the
espective reference studies for each region mentioned in the caption
f Table 2 . The regions for which kernel density estimation plots are
vailable in Mu ̌zi ́c et al. ( 2019 , e.g. ONC, IC 348, Lupus 3, NGC
333, RCW 38, NGC 2244, and Cha I), we have considered the
tellar density associated with 50 per cent contour. This is consistent
ith the methods applied in Mu ̌zi ́c et al. ( 2019 ) to compare the
 -v alues among dif ferent star-forming regions. In order to find the

ncident FUV flux in each region we use the respective reference
tudies and obtain the O-stars catalogue for each region. We then
se the results from Guarcello et al. ( 2016 ) and Winter & Haworth
NRAS 528, 5633–5648 (2024) 
 2022 ) to determine the FUV luminosity and thereby, Habing flux 7 

 G 0 ) corresponding to the spectral type for O-type stars in individual
e gions. The FUV flux es giv en in Table 2 are the approximate values
s we do not add the B-type star fluxes if the region is dominated by
-type stars. 
It is important to note here that the larger value of star-to-BD

atio, R in the cluster centre is not an effect of sample bias. This is
ecause IC 1396 is a very sparse cluster and the central crowding does
ot affect any source detection. However, for crowded star-forming
egions (some of them included in Table 2 ), it may be more difficult
o detect BDs in the presence of a concentration of much brighter
tars, especially towards the central regions of such clusters. This
ay have biased the ratio R in such regions towards a higher value. 

.2 Impact of cluster environment 

Ds form by the gravitational core-collapse of a molecular core
hich may get deficient of dust and gas due to its expulsion from the
aterial reservoir (Vorobyov et al. 2017 ; Riaz, Vanaverbeke & Schle-

cher 2018 ). The factors leading to this depletion of material range
rom photo-erosion due to radiative feedback from nearby massive
tars, turbulence to disc instability and subsequent ejection of the low-
ass core, thus leaving the formed object in substellar regime (Sta-
atellos & Whitworth 2009 ; Chabrier et al. 2014 ; Whitworth 2018 ).
o we ver, whether the environmental factors play a significant role in
eciding the dominant formation mechanism or the census of BDs in
 region is yet to be confirmed. Here, we investigate the behaviour of
tar-to-BD ratio with respect to the two main factors, that is, stellar
ensity and incident FUV flux impacting the cluster environment. 
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Figure 9. Variation of star-to-BD ratio versus (left) stellar surface density and (right) incident FUV flux. 
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.2.1 Impact of stellar density 

ccording to theoretical simulations, dynamical interactions among 
he self-gravitating cores in isolated parts of dense molecular clouds 
r inside filaments and circumstellar discs may lead to the subsequent 
jection of stellar embryos (Bonnell et al. 2008 ; Whitworth 2018 ).
uch low-mass collapsing cores, depleted of the material reservoir 
equired for accretion eventually form substellar objects (Bonnell 
t al. 2008 ; Stamatellos & Whitworth 2009 ; Chabrier et al. 2014 ;
orobyov et al. 2017 ; Riaz et al. 2018 ; Whitworth 2018 ). External
 actors lik e stellar density may play a crucial role in the pre-mature
jection of substellar cores. For example, close dynamical encounters 
ith nearby stars are a common phenomenon in cluster environments 
ith high stellar density. Such gravitational encounters can enhance 

he dynamical interactions among the isolated fragments or introduce 
erturbations in the star–disc system (Winter et al. 2018 ) thus,
eading to the early ejection of stellar embryos (Bonnell et al. 2008 ;
tamatellos & Whitworth 2009 ; Portegies Zwart 2016 ; Vorobyov 
t al. 2017 ). Bonnell et al. ( 2008 ) find that the fraction of BDs
n a region becomes twice as the stellar density enhances by an
rder of magnitude. The authors hence hypothesize that high density 
a v ours BD formation. Similarly Vorobyov et al. ( 2017 ) conclude that
rograde close encounter can result into early ejection of fragments 
f BD mass regime. Riaz et al. ( 2018 ) also find a moderate impact
f density perturbations on the formation of BDs and very low 

ass stars. In the recent studies by Mu ̌zi ́c et al. ( 2017 , 2019 ),
he authors perform observational analysis of RCW 38 and NGC 

244, the two cluster environments with remarkably contrasting 
tellar densities, but are inconclusive about any variation in the BD
ormation efficiency with respect to either stellar density or presence 
f OB stars. The most recent study by Almendros-Abad et al. ( 2023 )
lso supports this result and does not find any dependence of the
tar-to-BD ratio on the stellar density. Ho we ver, these studies lack a
omprehensive analysis for a miscellany of star-forming regions and 
re restricted to inner regions of the respective clusters. 

We check the variation of star-to-BD ratio with respect to stellar
ensity across 15 star-forming regions in Fig. 9 (left). The error
ars on each point denote the uncertainty in star-to-BD ratio for the
espectiv e star-forming re gion. We observ e that the star-to-BD ratio
ends to wards lo wer v alues at high stellar densities which, agrees
ith the theoretical hypothesis that high stellar densities fa v our the

ormation of BDs (Bonnell et al. 2008 ). This behaviour is ho we ver,
ore conspicuous at stellar densities > 50 stars pc −2 , which suggests
a

hat stellar densities ought to be sufficiently high so as to promote
ynamical encounters and effectuate the ejection of substellar cores. 
e also calculate the correlation coefficient to support our results. 

ince from Fig. 9 (left), the star-to-BD ratio and stellar density
ppear to be monotonically related, we e v aluate the Spearman’s rank
orrelation coefficient ( ρ). We find the coefficient ρ, to be ∼−0.7
hich indicates a strong correlation between the two variables, with a

tatistical significance of 0.5 per cent which emphasizes the relation 
o be monotonic as well (Spearman 1987 ). We hereby conclude
hat the BD formation efficiency may get impacted by high stellar
ensities ( > 50 stars pc −2 ) but do not quantify these results as it is
eyond the scope of this study. 

.2.2 Impact of FUV flux 

hoto-erosion of self-gravitating cores in the vicinity of massive 
B-stars is another mechanism of formation of BDs. The incident 
UV and EUV radiation from the surrounding massive stars ionizes 
nd erodes the infalling material before it can accrete onto the
entral core, thus resulting in the formation of a substellar object
Whitw orth & Zinneck er 2004 ). Ho we ver, whether this is a dominant
ormation mechanism or not is still ambiguous. For example, the 
ecent study by Almendros-Abad et al. ( 2023 ) does not find any direct
ependence of the BD formation on OB-stars but, observes BDs to
e located in close proximity to OB stars in NGC 2244. The study is
hus, inconclusiv e re garding the role of OB-stars on BD formation. In
ur present study, we try to explore the variation of star-to-BD ratio
elative to the presence of massive stars. We use the compiled list in
able 2 to plot the variation of star-to-BD ratio R with the incident
UV flux in Fig. 9 (right), along with the respective error bars rep-
esenting error in star-to-BD ratio for various star-forming regions. 

Looking at Fig. 9 (right), we are unable to make out a distinct
orrelation between the incident flux and star-to-BD ratio. The ratio 
o we ver, appears to decline with increasing flux at log(flux FUV ) >
 G 0 . This could likely be the effect of photo-erosion at high UV-
uxes or high stellar density observed in these regions since both the
actors, that is high stellar density and high incident UV flux cannot
e decoupled in massive star clusters. We are hence inconclusive 
egarding the effect of the presence of OB stars on BD formation
fficiency. This result is also supported by Mu ̌zi ́c et al. ( 2019 ) and
lmendros-Abad et al. ( 2023 ), who do not find any clear dependence
f BD fraction on the presence of OB stars based on the comparison
mong seven star-forming regions. This suggests that photo-erosion 
MNRAS 528, 5633–5648 (2024) 
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Table 3. BDs within the central 22 arcmin radius region identified in this study. The columns present the RA, Dec., 
photometry, and the respective errors in r 2 , i 2 , and Y filters and the mass of these sources. 

RA Dec. r 2 r 2 err i 2 i 2 err Y Y err Mass 
(deg) (deg) (mag) (mag) (mag) (mag) (mag) (mag) (M �) 

325.0996 57.7831 23.74 0.01 20.61 0.00 18.34 0.00 0.07 
325.2094 57.7277 24.22 0.01 20.30 0.00 18.57 0.00 0.06 
324.7828 57.4264 24.07 0.01 20.56 0.00 18.91 0.00 0.06 
324.0923 57.4959 23.85 0.01 20.54 0.00 18.78 0.00 0.06 
324.4811 57.4484 23.69 0.01 20.11 0.00 18.40 0.00 0.06 
324.4575 57.4969 26.06 0.06 21.49 0.00 19.65 0.00 0.04 
324.3343 57.7497 25.55 0.03 21.08 0.00 19.01 0.00 0.03 
324.1520 57.5092 24.45 0.02 20.98 0.00 19.29 0.00 0.06 
324.1435 57.5154 24.92 0.03 21.04 0.00 19.30 0.00 0.06 
325.1902 57.5676 24.23 0.01 20.86 0.00 19.17 0.00 0.06 
324.4685 57.3126 22.74 0.00 20.11 0.00 18.40 0.00 0.07 
324.3183 57.5488 22.72 0.00 19.96 0.00 18.33 0.00 0.07 
324.1370 57.5015 23.51 0.01 20.74 0.00 19.22 0.00 0.06 
324.2120 57.6214 22.73 0.00 20.01 0.00 18.50 0.00 0.07 
325.3353 57.3186 22.79 0.00 20.24 0.00 18.70 0.00 0.07 
325.3433 57.3237 22.85 0.00 20.31 0.00 18.76 0.00 0.07 
325.1490 57.2933 22.50 0.00 20.03 0.00 18.64 0.00 0.07 
325.1416 57.3540 23.36 0.00 20.63 0.00 19.06 0.00 0.06 
324.9703 57.4901 22.66 0.00 19.86 0.00 18.29 0.00 0.07 
325.0021 57.5585 22.83 0.00 20.22 0.00 18.69 0.00 0.07 
325.1468 57.6155 22.80 0.00 20.27 0.00 18.65 0.00 0.07 
324.9589 57.3731 23.33 0.01 20.57 0.00 18.78 0.00 0.07 
324.9279 57.4383 22.71 0.00 20.09 0.00 18.38 0.00 0.07 
324.9290 57.4600 23.03 0.00 20.42 0.00 18.69 0.00 0.07 
324.9169 57.5325 23.47 0.01 20.75 0.00 18.98 0.00 0.06 
324.5742 57.2674 23.91 0.01 21.04 0.00 19.34 0.00 0.06 
324.3852 57.4135 24.95 0.02 21.79 0.00 19.66 0.00 0.06 
324.4519 57.4703 23.22 0.01 20.14 0.00 18.74 0.00 0.07 
324.4618 57.4889 23.83 0.01 20.57 0.00 18.60 0.00 0.06 
324.5109 57.4804 24.43 0.02 20.87 0.00 19.16 0.00 0.06 
324.5797 57.5147 23.87 0.01 20.88 0.00 19.30 0.00 0.06 
324.4841 57.5443 23.76 0.01 20.54 0.00 18.70 0.00 0.06 
324.1735 57.5382 23.53 0.01 20.54 0.00 18.32 0.00 0.06 
324.2134 57.5346 24.34 0.01 20.91 0.00 19.15 0.00 0.06 
324.1619 57.5102 25.72 0.06 21.93 0.00 19.89 0.00 0.06 
324.1149 57.6079 24.68 0.02 21.06 0.00 19.43 0.00 0.06 
324.9834 57.2734 23.68 0.01 20.78 0.00 18.97 0.00 0.06 
325.2606 57.3339 23.23 0.01 20.25 0.00 18.51 0.00 0.07 
325.1878 57.4292 24.15 0.01 21.15 0.00 19.25 0.00 0.06 
325.0855 57.3392 24.07 0.01 21.01 0.00 19.30 0.00 0.06 
325.0216 57.5352 24.29 0.01 20.83 0.00 19.29 0.00 0.06 
325.0511 57.6162 23.92 0.01 20.96 0.00 19.13 0.00 0.06 
325.1674 57.6198 24.99 0.02 21.74 0.00 19.95 0.00 0.06 
325.1083 57.7926 23.97 0.01 21.03 0.00 18.95 0.00 0.06 
325.0825 57.7862 26.36 0.06 22.62 0.00 20.49 0.00 0.05 
324.7593 57.1508 23.92 0.01 20.67 0.01 18.82 0.00 0.06 
324.8858 57.2525 22.92 0.00 20.08 0.00 18.42 0.00 0.07 
324.9626 57.4817 23.20 0.01 20.32 0.00 18.49 0.00 0.07 
324.9151 57.5068 24.70 0.02 21.11 0.00 18.81 0.00 0.06 
324.8126 57.5849 23.38 0.01 20.50 0.00 18.70 0.00 0.06 
324.9211 57.6997 25.34 0.03 21.72 0.00 19.79 0.00 0.06 
324.8863 57.7422 24.23 0.01 20.83 0.00 19.24 0.00 0.06 
324.8643 57.2352 22.46 0.00 19.77 0.00 18.38 0.00 0.07 
324.5316 57.5287 22.50 0.00 19.37 0.00 17.60 0.00 0.07 
324.5085 57.6752 23.20 0.01 19.79 0.00 17.90 0.00 0.07 
324.2213 57.5187 23.68 0.01 20.08 0.00 18.42 0.00 0.06 
324.2461 57.4858 22.46 0.00 18.80 0.00 17.05 0.00 0.07 
324.1375 57.4803 22.25 0.00 18.85 0.00 17.32 0.00 0.08 
324.7057 57.4316 22.33 0.00 19.41 0.00 18.10 0.00 0.08 
324.6640 57.6054 22.58 0.00 19.61 0.00 18.23 0.00 0.07 
325.1605 57.4679 23.16 0.00 18.91 0.00 17.42 0.00 0.07 
324.6305 57.4982 22.31 0.00 19.68 0.00 18.08 0.00 0.08 
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ay not be the dominant mode of BD formation. Ho we ver, more
omprehensive substellar studies of massive clusters with rich OB- 
tars population like Cygnus OB2, NGC 3603, W3/W4/W5, Arches, 
nd Quintuplet cluster, etc., are required to dra w an y conclusiv e
esults. 

We caution the readers that although for the same mass range 
0.03–1 M �), our comparative analysis howev er co v ers different
reas of study considered in the respective reference studies to 
alculate the ratio R in different star-forming regions. Another 
b vious cav eat in such comparisons with literature values is the
ethod by which the masses are estimated in each study. We do

ot consider the mass se gre gation effect or variation in spatial
istribution of BDs as it is beyond the scope of this study. 

 SUMMARY  A N D  F U T U R E  WO R K S  

Ds form the bridge between stars and planets and hence, it is crucial
o study the nature of mass distribution down to substellar regime. 
he effect of cluster environment on the BD formation efficiency 

s another crucial aspect which still requires comprehensive studies, 
oth theoretical and observational. We study the central 22 arcmin 
adius region of IC 1396, a nearby ( < 1 kpc) prominent H II region
ith feedback driven cluster environment ideal for our study. 
(1) We observed two pointings each of 1.5 ◦ diameter centred at IC

396 with Subaru HSC in r 2 , i 2 , and Y filters. We ho we ver perform
 deep analysis of the central 22 arcmin radius region as it co v ers ∼
0 per cent of the previously identified sources. This is the deepest
tudy of this region as of yet with detected sources reaching down to
 2 ∼ 28 mag. 

(2) We perform a multiwavelength study of the region using 
ubaru HSC, Gaia , Pan-STARRS, and UKIDSS/2MASS data and 
btain the candidate members using ML tools such as GMM and 
F classifier. We then perform SED fitting of the probable members 
sing VOSA tool. We also define the PMS locus and include sources
ithin 1 σ as members. Eventually we obtain 458 good quality 

ources along with their stellar parameters as cluster members. 
(3) Among these members we identify 62 sources as BDs with 
ass ≤ 0.08 M � and obtain the mass distribution down to substellar

egime for a mass range 0.03–1 M �. The star-to-BD ratio R turns
ut to be ∼ 6.0 ± 0.8 which is compatible with the range found for
ther star-forming regions for the same mass range. 
(4) We find that within IC 1396, the BD fraction increases with

ncreasing radial distance from the central massive star HD 206267. 
he O-stars present in IC 1396 influence the star-to-BD ratio across

he region. 
(5) We perform a comprehensive analysis of 15 star-forming 

egions to test the influence of environmental factors like stellar 
ensity ( ∼ 4–2500 stars pc −2 ) and incident FUV flux ( ∼ 0.7–7.3 G 0 ),
n the star-to-BD ratio. We conclude that BD formation efficiency 
ay be affected by high stellar densities, but the effect of the incident
UV flux within this range is unclear. 
As the next step, we aim to perform a similar analysis for the

ntire observed region of IC 1396 and obtain the substellar mass
istribution for the complex. We also plan to identify the young 
tellar objects in the region and perform a circumstellar disc analysis 
o understand the variation of disc fraction with external factors like 
tellar density and incident FUV flux across the cluster. 
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Figure A1. Top: completeness of HSC r 2 filter based on the peak (turno v er 
point) of distribution (Jose et al. 2017 ; Gupta et al. 2021 ). Bottom: error 
versus magnitude for r 2 filter. The three branches observed in the HSC r 2 - 
band plot correspond to the merged Pan-STARRS photometry, and long and 
short exposure photometry. 
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PPENDIX  A :  DATA  QUALITY  C O M PA R I S O N  

n this section, we present two data quality plots of the HSC data used
n this study. As can be seen from Fig. A1 (top), the completeness of
he data in r 2 band is down to 24.5 mag ( ∼ 0.03 M �). The majority
f sources have photometric error ≤ 0.05 mag as evident from Fig.
1 (bottom). The three branches observed in the HSC r 2 -band plot

orrespond to the merged Pan-STARRS photometry (used while 
enerating the deep optical catalogue as mentioned in Section 2.2 ),
ong and short exposure photometry. More details about merging 
f the short and long exposure catalogues will be presented in Das
t al. (in preparation). We compare the proper motion and parallax
istribution of Gaia DR3 counterparts of the members identified in 
his study with that of the previous studies. Figs A2 (top and bottom)
uggest an excellent concordance between the proper motion and 
istance estimates of the new and literature-based cluster members. 
lso, we observe an una v oidable yet limited scatter in the proper
otions and distance values of the members identified in this study

s compared to the literature-based members. Ho we ver, some scatter
s inevitable in all membership analysis and has been observed in
revious studies (Cantat-Gaudin et al. 2018 ; Pelayo-Bald ́arrago et al.
023; Das et al. 2023 ) as well. 
Hyperparameters for all the phases of RF classifier are as follows:
random state = 50 
number of estimators = 188 
min samples split: 5 
max leaf nodes: 14 
max features: 0.6 
max depth: 16 
We provide all the necessary details of the entire RF process like

ccuracy, precision, recall, F1 score, and CV score for each phase in
 able A1 . W e hav e also included the ROC curv es for the three phases
ere. 
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Figure A2. Top: proper motion RA versus Dec. distribution and bottom: 
distance distribution for cluster members identified by previous studies versus 
members from this study with Gaia DR3 counterparts. We observe a small 
scatter in the proper motions and distance values of the members identified 
in this study as compared to the literature-based members. Ho we ver, some 
scatter is inevitable in all membership analysis. 
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Figure A3. ROC curve for the (left) first RF classifier phase. Centre

Table A1. Quality parameters of the three RF classifier pha

Phase Accuracy Precision 

Phase 1 0.98 0.98 
Phase 2 0.98 0.80 
Phase 3 0.98 0.72 
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PPENDI X  B:  FIELD  SUBTRACTI ON  M E T H O D  

O R  VA LI DATI ON  

e consider a 10 arcmin radius control field located towards the
utskirts of the HSC observed area of IC 1396 and perform statistical
eld decontamination of the cluster field, located towards the centre
f the same area. An area of only 10 arcmin radius is chosen here for
eld subtraction due to the lack of a suitable control field of larger
rea, devoid of young PMS stars, as observed by their spatial distri-
ution (Das et al., in preparation). The 10 arcmin radius control field
onsidered for the field subtraction here is chosen carefully towards
he outskirts as it is devoid of any PMS sources which is suggested
y the spatial density map given in Das et al. ( 2023 ). We perform the
eld decontamination by dividing the r 2 − Y colour and r 2 magnitude
arameter space into 0.1 mag bins, followed by the subtraction of the
ontrol field count from the cluster field count (Damian et al. 2021 ;
upta et al. 2021 ). The member selection using PMS locus approach

s then performed for the statistically subtracted sources located
bo v e the 10 Myr isochrone. Subsequently, sources within 1 σ limit of
he defined locus and r 2 ≥ 22 mag are selected as members. Ho we ver,
e find that whether or not prior field subtraction is performed, the

tatistics of members as well as mass distribution remains approxi-
ately unaltered. We would like to emphasize here that the sources

y field subtraction are not the actual cluster members but just the
tatistical members in the 10 arcmin central cluster field. Hence, we
ontinue without field decontamination for PMS-based membership
nalysis as given in Section 3.4 . This is because the cluster members
btained within 1 σ of the empirical PMS locus are common in all the
MD combinations (as mentioned in Section 3.4 ). On the contrary,

he candidate members selected from the field decontamination by
tatistical method need not be common across all combinations of
ifferent bands as they are not true members. Moreover, due to the
ack of a suitable control field of 22 arcmin radius area, we are unable
o perform decontamination for the central cluster considered for our
nalysis. 
: second RF classifier phase. Right: third RF classifier phase. 

ses. 

F1 score Recall CV score 

0.95 0.93 0.98 
0.70 0.60 0.98 
0.70 0.62 0.98 
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